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    Shop by Blend


    	
          
            Heavy Hitter
Delta 8 + THCP

                Intense buzz, with naturally uplifting effects.

              

        
	
          
            Knock Out
D8 + HHC + CBD + D10 + THCP

                Indica-like effects and relaxing vibes.

              

        
	
          
            HHC
Hexahydrocannabinol

                Uplifting buzz that kicks in within minutes.

              

        
	
          
            King Kong
D8 + D10 + THCH + THCJD

                Calming, relaxing Indica like effects.

              

        
	
          
            Classics
Delta 8 THC

                A classic blend of Delta-8 and Live Resin extract.

              

        
	
          
            Spacemonkey
D8 + THCP + Live Resin

                Combo productive buzz with calming effects.

              

        
	
          
            Lifted Series
Nicotine + THC

                Nicotine and THC infused together for a hybrid vaping experience.
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              Our premium cannabinoid blends provide a well-rounded, whole-plant experience second to none.
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                    Family-owned Florida brand Flying Monkey is one of the producers going the extra mile to give cannabinoid-rich hemp the attention and care it deserves.

                  

                

              

            
	
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                  
                    Achieve mindfulness and wellness this 420 with Flying Monkey. This brand is on a mission to make your experiences with cannabis as effortless and enjoyable as possible.

                  

                

              

            
	
              
                
                  
                    
                  
                  
                    The product line has a reputation for quality and consistency because Flying Monkey controls all aspects of the product, guaranteeing purity and eliminating contamination by 3rd-party additives.
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      Regular price
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        Our Blends
      
Each of our signature blends combines a well-studied mix of hemp-derived cannibinoids & terpenes.
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Delta 8 + THCP

                      Intense buzz, with naturally uplifting effects.
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D8 + HHC + CBD + D10 + THCP

                      Indica-like effects and relaxing vibes.
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Delta 8 THC

                      A classic blend of Delta-8 and Live Resin extract.
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Hexahydrocannabinol

                      Uplifting buzz that kicks in within minutes.
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                      Calming, relaxing Indica like effects.
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                      Combo productive buzz with calming effects.
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          420 Five Star Reviews.

            and Counting!



    

         

                
                  Always a fire hit, no matter
the flavor or strand.
10/10 will always repurchase.


                  Kirsten

                

              

                
                  This is probably the best vape I've purchased, ever. Loved it! Lasted quite a while, even with two people using it daily. Fantastic high and all around amazing quality. 10/10 recommend.


                  Tacy

                

              

                
                  Hits great. Potency was good, and the vibes were excellent!


                  Patricia

                

              
 
 

                
                  By far best delta 8 product I’ve ever used! I won’t be giving anything else five stars until I can find something this good. Best feeling, product never clogs, great flavor. I love everything about this product.


                  Corey

                

              
 

                
                  Between the taste and the high I get just after 2 puffs I’m in love 💚


                  LaJordan

                

              
 

                
                  Works great for my pain
and helps me sleep.


                  Randy

                

              
 

                
                  My favorite pre roll of all time!!! I’ve only used Blue Dream and love them!!! 🥳 😎


                  James

                

              

                
                  Purple kush was CRAZY. I almost greened out off of just two. These are .5 each, and they light decent and smoke decent. Great effects heavy head + body high.


                  Anthony

                

              
 

                
                  Floored. Smoke one and thats all you need.


                  Owen

                

              
 

                
                  Holy Moly - 6 stars! The effects are amazing on this one! Love the size and shape and feel of the disposable… very good. ✌️


                  Jody

                

              
 

                
                  This is probably the best dispo i’ve ever had. the battery lasts, it’s a great price for $25, it gets me baked af, and it lasts a long time. but my favorite part about all of the flying monkeys are that all of their dispos have great flavors


                  Adam

                

              

                
                  God tier disposable


                  Connor
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            Trust the Monkey
          

            We own and or operate every level of our company - from raw materials, to production, and distribution. This means we have the highest level of control over see every step of our process.
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          Lab Tested
        

            We pride ourselves on having up-to-date third-party lab results for all of our products. You can find in-depth lab results that screen for solvents, pesticides, mycotoxins, heavy metals, and more under our Lab Tests page.



      
        	
              Heavy Metals
            
	
              Microbials
            
	
              Mycotoxins
            
	
              Pesticides
            
	
              Residual Solvents
            
	
              Foreign Materials
            


        
          
        

        
          All our products are independently lab tested to be free from these compounds!
        

      

        
          
            View Lab Tests
          
          
  


        
      

    

  






  
    
      
      
    

  










  
    
  



  
    
      
        

              Still Have Q's?
            

        

        
          
                
                  
                    
                      What are cannabinoids?
                    

                    
                      
                    
                  
                  
                    Cannabinoids are natural chemical compounds that interact with the body’s cannabinoid receptors in your endocannabinoid system. These compounds are very effective in regulating your bodily systems and balancing your state of mind.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                      What is the entourage effect?
                    

                    
                      
                    
                  
                  
                    Each cannabinoid and terpene has a specific biochemical effect on the body.
When the many compounds within the cannabis plant interact with the human body, a synergistic effect results to produce a stronger influence known as the entourage effect.
At Flying Monkey, we focus on this notion with our blends by optimally combining cannabinoids and terpenes to provide sensational effects.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                      Are your products legal?
                    

                    
                      
                    
                  
                  
                    Yes! In 2018, the Farm Bill was signed into law. This legislation states that all derivatives of hemp are completely legal in the United States as long as they do not contain more than .3% Delta 9 THC.
All of our products are hemp-derived; and are rigorously tested via third-party labs to ensure they do not contain more than .3% Delta 9 THC.

A small amount of US states have banned production and sale of hemp derived cannabinoids. We cannot guarantee this product is legal in your state or territory at the time of purchase.

Click here to see state by state product regulations.

Flying Monkey is not liable for products being received, possessed, or consumed in a jurisdiction where prohibited. Please familiarize yourself with local/state regulations before purchasing products.

                    
                  

                
              

                
                  
                    
                      How can I tell if my Flying Monkey product is authentic?
                    

                    
                      
                    
                  
                  
                    All official Flying Monkey vaporizers feature a verification sticker that can be authenticated via our Product Verification page.
For all of our other products, make sure the packaging is authentic Flying Monkey by comparing your product to our product images.
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          Learn with the Monkey
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            Is Delta-8 THC Safe? Know the Risks and Side Effects of Delta-8
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            How CBD and Medications Are Metabolized
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              Stay in the know!
            

              Never miss a flavor, event, or update.
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                Sales
sales@flyingmonkeyusa.com

              


                Support
support@flyingmonkeyusa.com

              


                Products on this site contain a value of 0.3% or less Δ9THC (or no more than 0.3% Δ9THC).
FDA Disclosure: This product is not for use by or sale to persons under the age of 18 or 21 depending on the laws of your governing state or territory. This product should be used only as directed on the label. It should not be used if you are pregnant or nursing. Consult with a physician before use, especially if you have a medical condition or use prescription medications. A doctor’s advice should be sought before using any of these products. All trademarks and copyrights are property of their respective owners and are not affiliated with nor do they endorse this product. These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. By using this site you agree to follow the Privacy Policy and all Terms & Conditions printed on this site. Void Where Prohibited By Law.
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